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ASSOCIATED STUDY MATERIALS 

Reader, Chapter 12, 'Research analysis of administrative records', by Catherine 
Haklm. 

Offprmts Booklet 3, 'Measures of unemployment the claimant count and the 
Labour Force Survey', by John Lawlor and Chris Kennedy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND 
PREVIEW 
Interviews, questionnaires, observation and experiments - the forms discussed so 
far - are all important sources of data in social and educatlonal research, and 
widely drawn on by researchers. But they do not comprise all the forms of infor- 
mation gathering, desplte what is sometimes implied In 'methods' textbooks 
Existing sources, whether In writing, figures, or electronic form, are also important 
bases for research They can function both to supplement information from other 
sources and to be themselves the main source for the researcher's conclusions 

Some understanding of the use of such sources is highly relevant for the alms of 
this course in three main ways 

First, documentary and related sources form a major source of data in social 
research This type of source is often played down, perhaps because, slnce it 
1s shared with a number of other disciplines, it may not seem quite so distinc- 
tive of the social sciences as data generated through questionnaires, surveys, 
or experiments However, social researchers have in fact built extensively on 
the existence of such sources as government reports, official and unofficial 
records, prlvate papers, and statistical collections As with the other forms of 
information gathering discussed in this block, these sources have both advan- 
tages and limitations, and they can be used well or badly 

Secondly, the use of existing sources comes in at various stages of the 
research process (in so far, that IS, as these stages are separable). One phase 
is that of the preliminary 'literature search' This usually comes near the start 
of any research endeavour and so is not highlighted in this unit which is 
concerned primarily wlth the 'data collection and construction' phase How- 
ever, there is frequently some overlap between these phases if only because 
existing sources are not only a source of data for producing research find- 
ings In the first place, but are also commonly used for their criticism, or for 
further development later Thus, they are doubly important in assessing 
research 

The third point recalls a theme that will by now be familiar in the course that 
IS, these sources are not neutral asocial data whose import is necessarily self- 
evident Thelr selection and interpretation are affected not only by practical 
constraints like access or timing but also by the researcher's aims and view- 
point As you wlll see, this theme needs to be further extended Into the ques- 
tion of how the sources themselves come into being Since there can be 
selection and interpretation here too, a plece of research budding on docu- 
mentary sources needs to be judged (among other thmgs) by how carefully 
the researcher considers and explains these aspects of the sources 

This unit is deslgned to amplify these points. That is, ~t will give examples of the 
use of existing sources in research, explain and analyse the nature of documentary 
sources and thelr usage by researchers, comment on the lmplicatlons for assessing 
research and for further appreciating the nature of research processes and their 
assessment. It wlll thus contribute to and reinforce the general objectives of Block 
3 (including awareness of the 'constructed' nature of data, and of the practicalities 
and politlcs of the research process more generally), and fill what would other- 
wise be a gap in coverage by complementing the stress on obsewatlon and inter- 
views In earlier units by attention to exlsting sources as data 

It 1s worth notlng at the outset that although the phrase 'documentary sources' 
obviously was first used to refer to sources in the form of written documents (still 
one prlme meanlng of the term and a leadlng form of existing source material), it 
is nowadays sometimes wldened to include other existing sources, such as radio 
or film material whlch are neither primarily in writlng nor in 'documents' in the 
traditional sense Both in this unlt and elsewhere you w~ll  encounter both senses 
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Indeed the ambiguity is not without its uses, in reminding us that existing sources 
comprise mater~als of many different kinds Most consist of words or numbers, 
and these sources figure largely in this unlt (the latter particularly elaborated in 
Sect~ons 3 and 4) But there are also such forms as maps, charts and photographs, 
and audio or video sources are now increasingly exploited as well The medium 
for their storage, transmission and consultation also varies. Some are in manu- 
script, others published in print Some are on paper, others on microfilm or 
microfiche, in audio-visual media or (increasingly important and discussed directly 
in this unit) in electronic form 

The aims of the unit could, therefore, be summarized as follows 

To complement the discuss~on of the use of other kinds of data earlier in the 
block by describing the nature and use of existing sources of data and their 
relevance for the evaluation of research 

To highlight the relevance for the assessment of research of enquiring into the 
nature of the existing sources being relied on 

To draw attention to the importance of an informed and critical awareness of 
the constructed nature of documentary and related sources for understanding 
and evaluating research 

To provide an opportunity for applying the above to the aims of the course 
(and in particular to the critical evaluation of research using these types of 
sources) and for reflecting on the principles involved 

2 THE IMPORTANCE O F  
EXISTING INFORMATION 

The first rule for understanding the human condition is that men live in 
second-hand worlds, they are aware of much more than they have per- 
sonally experienced, and their own experience is always indirect No 
man stands alone confronting a world of solid facts In their every- 
day lives the experience of men is itself selected by stereotyped mean- 
ings, and shaped by ready-made interpretations. Their images of the 
world are given to them by crowds of witnesses they have never 
met and never will meet Yet for every man these images - prov~ded 
by strangers and dead men - are the very basis of his life as a human 
being For most of what men call solid fact, sound interpretation, suit- 
able presentation, every man is increasingly dependent on the obser- 
vation posts, the interpretation centres, presentation depots, which in 
contemporary society are established by means of what I am going to 
call the cultural apparatus 

(C Wright Mills, 7%e Cultural Apparatus, a radio talk given on the 
BBC Third programme, March 1959) 

Knowledge derived from existing sources of information influences the conduct of 
research in varlous specific ways A search for relevant literature, for example, will 
often be made and the research hypothes~s and the design may be mod~fied in the 
light of the results of that search Existing sources may also be used directly. A 
research study will often, for example, use a sampling frame in almlng to be rep- 
resentatwe of a particular population. That frame 1s usually derived from pre- 
existing administrative records 

The spec~fic influences which existing information have on research may not be as 
important as the general influences Existing sources of information are important 
in that research is conducted within a particular social context Research is itself 
created, shaped, and evaluated in the light of existing sources of information, 
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mediated by what Wright Mills described as the cultural apparatus The focus of 
any research is largely determined by the perceptions of those conducting the 
research These perceptions do not derive from any truly 'independent' position 
They may reflect support for the prevailing cultural patterns, or they may reflect 
dissatisfaction with some aspects of the prevailing cultural patterns But these per- 
ceptions cannot escape from the prevailing cultural patterns which are themselves 
the product of existing sources of information 

The jindzngs of research may step outside prevailing cultural patterns But the 
report of the research can be expected to relate the findings to the stock of 
knowledge represented by existing information This process usually puts the new 
findings in context, and helps make the findings intelligible to a wider audience 
than would otherwise understand or appreciate their significance The work of the 
'observation post', to use Wrlght Mills' phrases, is supplemented by that of the 
'interpretatlon centres' and 'presentation depots' 

In a similar way existing sources of information are important from the point of 
view of the user of research reports and so are specially important from the point 
of vlew of this course. Consistency with the evidence available from existmg 
sources of information is also one of the crlteria used in assessing the value of 
research reports 

3 STATISTICS AS FACTS 
ABOUT SOCIETY 
The variety of sources of information on human activity is almost unlimited Any 
artefact, or evidence of artefact, can be used as evidence about human behaviour 
and 1s a potential source of information The science of archaeology, which 
focuses on the remains of past cultures, provides evidence which can also be used 
by the social scientist. The invention of writing enabled the creation of descriptive 
records of human activity The invention of printing multiplied the copies available 
and hence the possibilities of obtaining evidence from such accounts The mass 
media, including printing, radio, and TV, mult~plied beyond what could previously 
have been imagined the volume of evidence which can be used to inform, misin- 
form and, by selection of evidence, influence social research The growth of 
organizations has been associated with the creation of a wide variety of written 
records and statistical records pertaining to human activity - as is emphasized by 
Hakim's article associated with this unit (which you w~ll  be asked to read in Sec- 
tion 5) 

All these sources of data are part of the 'second-hand world' identified by Wright 
Mills in the quotation above Of these sources statistics, as facts about society, are 
most commonly used by social researchers 

In other parts of this course and elsewhere the term 'statistics' is commonly 
used to refer to statistical method You should note that in this unit the term 
'statistlcs' as fm ts  about society is used in contradistinction to the term 'statisti- 
cal method' 

Statistics as facts about society are commonly referred to as official statistlcs Most 
statistics are collected by government agencies But the degree to which they are 
'official' varies. Some, like vital statistlcs, are the by-product of admin~strat~ve pro- 
cesses, in this case the statutory registration process for births, marriages, and 
deaths Others, like many of the surveys conducted by the Office of Population 
Censuses and Surveys, are based on the collection of data by voluntary interview, 
on much the same lines (and sometimes using the same interviewers) as market 
research or public opinion surveys 

Many other agencies produce statistics as facts about society (see Keynote, 1989, 
Mort and Siddall, 1985, for details) The mass media, for example, produce their 
own statistics Stat~stics on the size of audiences for TV programmes - the ratings 


